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Visions of
tech wealth
alk about new mandates! The
Software Human Resource
T
Council (SHRC) has been handed
hardware as well, asked to develop a short list of communications
and information technologies
(CIT) essential to Canada’s international competitiveness, and
charged with devising a strategy
to develop the appropriate workforce.

Market possibilities
include healthcare,
security, and the
interconnected
areas of natural
resources, energy,
and the environment
that are not only
immense markets
but highly relevant
ones to Canada.
“The prospect of offering similar research, information and career services to both the hardware
and software sectors is very exciting,” says Paul Swinwood,
SHRC’s president. “SHRC also
recognizes the ever-increasing
global demand for highly qualified
entrepreneurial personnel in both
sectors. We believe we can meet
these needs.”
More, see Visions, P. 4

WiMAX to bring wireless internet everywhere
indirect subsidies for providing access with the choice of the impleigh-speed wireless internet ac- mentation technology, including
cess with networks spanning WiMAX, left to the private sector.
There are a bunch of companies
10 kilometres or more using inexpensive equipment with up to four in Ottawa involved in WiMAX and
megabits per second of data trans- several others across Canada,
fer. Is this the stuff of dreams? Ac- among them WiLan (Calgary),
cording to the Organization for Wavesat (Montreal) and Redline
Economic Co-operation and De- (Toronto). In September 2005, Nortel Networks
velopment
an(OECD) it was
Intel pulled its original (Nortel.com)
nounced its insupposed to be reality by late 2005.
schedule for WiMAX tention to offer
fixed and mobile
So where is it?
capability in laptops WiMAX prodMost obser vers
ucts. Nortel is
believe it could be
forward from
teaming with
happening within
2007 to 2006.
companies such
the next few years.
as Intel to make
A technology standard known as WiMAX offers the this happen. Shortly after this anpotential for access and data trans- nouncement, in December 2005,
fer speeds that even 3rd generation Nortel announced that it had been
selected by the Alberta Special Armobile networks can’t beat.
Some networks already built in eas Board (SAB) to build what they
Canada have had success. For ex- believe to be the first commercial
ample Summerside, PEI provides broadband wireless access network
WiMAX wireless internet access to in Canada based on the WiMAX
households and businesses in the standard. SAB is a rural municipal
western half of the province. In- area covering approximately five
dustry Canada under the Broad- million acres in south-eastern Alband Pilot Program provided much berta. The project sees SAB, Norof the funding. In Canada, there are tel and NETAGO Wireless, a new
By James Bowen

H

wireless service provider, building a
network to provide wireless services in rural Alberta. The network
will cover 21,000 sq. km. in southeastern Alberta. By the end of this
summer the network is expected to
cover 80% of residents in the SAB
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More, see WiMAX, P. 8

Exposure leaves participants
looking to score new deals
By Greg Patterson

W

hen
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) recently led
a score of Canadian venture capitalists and technology executives to Boston,
they sipped a few
cocktails and saw
the Bruins dispatch the Maple
Leafs in an overtime shoot-out at Bruce Raganold
TD Banknorth Garden. Then, during the day, the fun began.
The tech team was there to
demonstrate the quality and depth
of the Canadian technology

Bio,Nano,EnviroandEverythingIn-Between.
Blakes-ALawFirmThatGetsTech.
w w w. b l a k e s . c o m

area. This means the Alberta SuperNet Project, intended to provide broadband services to some
4,200 government, health, library
and educational facilities across Alberta, will also be extended.

Escalating competition
from India, China and
emerging economies
worldwide are
siphoning cash from
North America.
marketplace to Boston-based VCs
while introducing them to their
northern equivalents and Canadian companies in the hope of building relationships that will pay off.
Canadian companies are increasingly turning to investors in
Boston and New York, having
found Canadian VCs either short
on cash or uninterested.
“While a large Canadian private
VC firm might have a fund in the
range of $100 million to $250 million
from which to make investments,
the US has billion dollar funds, including several in the Boston
area,” says Bruce Raganold, client
services director at PwC in Ottawa
and steward of the local contingent
that traveled to Boston. “It would
be great for the Ottawa technology community if more of these
funds looked north for investment
opportunities.”
More, see Exposure, P. 3
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Find the coach,
make the sale
final approval (this may or may not
be the most senior person
in the organization); a
‘user buyer’ whose
personal success
is closely tied to
the success of the
product or ser vice
being purchased; a ‘technical buyer’ who screens out possible suppliers and keeps the
process honest; and a ‘coach’ who
keeps the process going.
In most sales situations, the
coach plays a pivotal role. The problem is that he or she often operates
in the background and is difficult to
identify. If there is a reason for getting to the top it may be to identify
the coach. He or she will likely be
with the CEO if and when you make
it to the inner sanctum.
In fact, so will most of the other
players identified above. If you find
yourself in such a meeting, the
smartest thing to do is to exchange
pleasantries with the CEO and
take the rest of the team to the
company cafeteria for a coffee.
Above all, you must get to know
each member of the team and sell
both yourself and
your product to
them. Hopefully,
the
cafeteria
meeting will be
followed by a
meeting in a
room with a
whiteboard
where the details
of your proposal
can be explained
— especially to
the coach.
Prior to any of
the above sales
activities, it is
important that
someone has
done some marketing to ensure
that there is a fit between your
product and the customer’s requirements. Marketing is much
more than communications and
branding. It is also about having a
product migration strategy in
place that can respond to any challenge put forward by the competition.
In order to develop such a strategy, you must have a clear picture
of where all competitive products
are positioned on a chart that
shows benefits (or product functionality) on one axis and the cost of
delivering those benefits on the other. The toughest job faced by any
market analyst is to quantify benefits and costs, because they can
vary widely depending on the application. But it is a job that has to
be done and it has to be done for
every target market for which the
product is intended. The effort that
can and should go into market research and development can sometimes equal the effort that goes into the product research and development.
It’s not easy, but it’s better than
putting wheels on sleds.

In My Opinion
DENZIL DOYLE

f a Canadian had invented the
wheel, he or she would have
“I
put it on a sled to go sell it.” The
origin of that quote is unknown to
me but I must admit that I have
used it on many occasions. In my
opinion, it describes what has traditionally been the state of sales
and marketing in Canada. We have
been better at sales than at marketing, but we have not been stellar
at either. The main reason, I believe, is that many of us who are involved in high technology got our
training in a foreign-owned sales
subsidiary where the marketing
was done in the head office. Canadians were left to figure how to do
the prospecting, closing and account management as best we
could.
Now that there
is a reasonable
base of Canadian- owned companies whose
markets
are
global in nature,
the level of expertise in both
disciplines is
increasing rapidly. Salespeople
are no longer
ashamed to tell
their neighbours
what they do for
a living. It’s OK to bandy about
terms like target markets and market segmentation at cocktail parties. And there are armies of consultants and academics all too
ready to give advice to people who
are just entering the professions.
However, the high priests of this
new-found religion are delivering
messages that were wrong a generation ago and are still wrong. One
such message is that salespeople
should “start at the top” in the selling process, or at least get there as
soon as possible. What these “advisors” don’t seem to understand is
that the top person in any organization, especially a very large one,
is a very busy person and does not
get involved in many purchasing
decisions, even major ones. Attempts to drag them into such decisions can actually be counterproductive.
One of the best books on the subject of who to contact and when, entitled Strategic Selling, was written by Robert Miller and Stephen
Heiman about 20 years ago. They
identified four key players who are
involved in most sales situations:
an ‘economic buyer’ who gives the

“Marketing is also
about having a
product migration
strategy in place
that can respond to
any challenge put
forward by the
competition.”

orbits
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN AND AROUND OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY
Fortinet
Technologies
hires Ping Sheng and Jun Lu,
the latest of numerous local signons at Fortinet,
which is based in
Sunnyvale, California. Ping takes
the role of senior
support and quality assurance engineer. Previously, he was with
Ping Sheng
Aliant Telecom
and Nortel. He holds a master’s
degree from Dalhousie. Jun
joins the company as senior software developer.
He was formerly
with Summit Software and SYSTOM. He earned
a PHD from
Xi’an Jiaotang
University in Jun Lu
China. Fortinet announced the
addition of three other new
employees in the April issue of
SCAN.

Bruce Firestone,

Jey Jegathesan,

hometown high-flier and the man
beloved of Ottawans for restoring
the Senators and
NHL hockey to the
city after a 60-year
absence, joins uOttawa’s School of
Business Management as its
first entrepreneurin-residence. Included among the qualifications and
accomplishments listed in his extensive CV are licensed realtor and
chairman of five companies, including Manchester Development
Corp. and Villager Home Corporation. He has taught courses in urban planning, urban economics and
real estate and development,
among others. He has had a hand in
more than 70 different start-up enterprises and won the Capital Educators Award in 2002. He attended
six universities, earning a bachelor
of civil engineering from McGill
and a PhD in urban economics from
Australian National University in
Canberra. Bruce spends what little
free time he has with his five kids.

a software engineer, joins Winsoft
Sof tware Inc. Jey received a
bachelor degree
in computer science from Carleton in 2003. He
worked at NorthCloud Inc. in
Toronto, before
returning to Ottawa a city “I feel passionate
about” and where he’s confident
he’ll find the best opportunities to
further his career. Jey is an avid
chess player.

Andrew Symes
joins Kaszas Communications
Inc. as a marketing communications manager. Before coming to
Kaszas, Andrew
was marketing
manager at an anti-spam software
company. He also
worked at Sedona
Networks, as a junior marketing
coordinator, and at the Canadian
Space Agency, as communications

assistant. He graduated magna
cum laude, with a bachelor of commerce degree, from uOttawa. Andrew’s diverse solo pursuits include
astronomy, performing magic and
playing the flute, piano and guitar.

Kim Osmars
is appointed chief executive officer of Hydro Ottawa and will report directly to Rosemarie
Leclair, Hydro Ottawa Holding
Inc.’s president and CEO and herself a recent appointee. Having
held senior positions at Hydro
One and Ontario Power Generation, Kim brings more than 25
years of industry experience to his
new position. Most recently he was
VP of project development, Ontario operations, for Brookfield
Power Corporation. He holds a
BSc from Lakehead University in
Thunder Bay and an MBA from
York. Resident in Kanata, Kim is
an active volunteer with minor
competitive sports teams.

Pat Paulin
is appointed CFO of Clearford Industries Inc., a manufacturer of

Exposure leaves participants looking… from P. 1
Dubbed Canadian Exposure,
the event was organized, in part, to
address the problems facing undercapitalized Canadian tech companies at a time
when laboursponsored VC
funding is drying up and unable to deliver
on expected financing for corporate investment rounds.
David Roth
“We also want
to lure back US investors who were
scared away when the bubble
burst,” says Ben Kaak, PwC’s national technology practice leader
and the event’s chief co-ordinator
and co-host.
The funding pinch is acute in Ottawa, where there is a large concentration of CIT (communications
and information technologies) and
life-science startups struggling for
a financial foothold. These young
companies, while competing with
each other for a limited number of
VC dollars, must also deal with escalating competition from India,
China and emerging economies
worldwide, which are siphoning
cash from North America.
About half (9 of 20) participating
companies were from the Ottawa
region. Selected from a group of 51
applicants, the chosen score had
to meet strict criteria imposed by
the event committee and sponsors
that included Goodwin Procter
LLP (co-host sponsor) RBC Financial Group and Fasken Martineau. Each demonstrated superior management practices, an innovative, patented product and
sound financing to date.

“We wanted to bring Canada’s
best to the event,” says Kaak.
“There’s no point in going down to
the States with companies that are
second-rate.”
Michael Petersen, COO of Ottawa-based Information Mediary
Corporation, believes his company was selected because of its
unique wireless packaging sensory technology and the company’s
early success.
Having supported its first four
years of operations solely through
commercial and joint development
revenue, the company has had no
need to seek equity financing. Still,
Information Mediary went to
Boston because it wants to explore
the possibilities offered by the VC
community, though it has reservations.
“Polishing a proposal for venture
capital takes a lot of time and effort,”
says Petersen. “We’re not sure
whether we want to put our energy
into pursuing VCs or cash-paying
customers.”
The company recently floated a
few proposals locally, but without
much success. Petersen says the
VC’s in Boston were “much more
enthusiastic.” Information Mediary is currently preparing a proposal for interested VCs it encountered at the event.
Other Ottawa companies in attendance were Autoskill International Inc., Cyrium Technologies
Inc., Imascope Inc., iotum Corp.,
Solace Systems, Trialstat, Trigence Corp., and Variation
Biotechnology Inc.
“The event was very professional and unlike any other similar
gathering I’ve been to,” says
David Roth, CEO of Trigence, a

business software company with Celtic House Venture Partners.
“I thought that Canadian Expooffices in Ottawa and Jersey City,
New Jersey. “As soon as all the sure was very well organized —
companies had made their 12- from the opening night cocktail
minute presentation, three were party to the hockey game to the
invited to speak with interested coaches who helped companies
with their pitches before the preVCs.”
The Trigence presentation was sentation,” says Andrew Waitone of the three that caught the at- man, managing partner at Celtic
tention of American investors. House, one of the event’s co-sponRoth, just off the stage, had barely sors and an investor in four of the
caught his breath before he was companies that attended.
“Next time, though, I’d like to see
whisked away for discussions.
PwC arranged an hour-long the event better advertised,” Waitmeeting between Trigence and Ko- man adds. “Attendance could have
diak, a Massachusetts-based in- been higher. But some of that was
vestment firm that focuses on tech- due to the fact that a number
of the American
nology compaVCs who said
nies in the East“We’re not sure
they were coming
ern US and Canashow up.”
da. The company
whether we want to didn’t
In Boston Waitthen went on to
meet with repreput our energy into man met with
Toronto -based
sentatives from
pursuing VCs or
Snipe Networks,
Insight Venture
a provider of soPartners, Vimac
cash-paying
lutions that use
Ventures and 3i.
customers.”
behaviour analyRoth is currentsis to counter
ly following up
with three of the four American in- threat management in business.
vestment companies and is confi- Celtic and Snipe have now begun
dent one or more will cut a deal formal talks.
Celtic House currently has 20
with Trigence in the near future.
The event was not only geared to Canadian and US companies in its
connecting companies with in- portfolio. It typically invests $2 milvestors; it was also designed to bring lion to $5 million in early-stage
funding.
VCs from both countries together.
“Things went great in Boston,
“We wanted to build bridges between Canadian and American everything ran very smoothly,”
VCs,” says Kaak, “because US in- says Raganold. “The companies
vestors typically wait for Canadian gave impressive presentations and
VCs to take the lead before they we had some very well respected
themselves invest in companies up US and Canadian VCs in attendance. Everyone thought it was a
here.”
There were two Ottawa-based great idea and that we should build
VC companies at Canadian Expo- upon this success by repeating
sure, BDC Venture Capital and next year.”

wastewater solutions and concrete products
that include septic tanks and patio stones. A veteran of corporate
finance and operations, Pat has spent 24 years with
companies ranging from start-ups
to Fortune 500 companies, in such
diverse industries as telecommunications, professional sports and
manufacturing. He has worked for
Bell Canada, Digital Equipment
and Nortel, among others. Pat is a
certified management accountant
and holds a bachelor of commerce
degree from Concordia. Outside
of work, he skates and swims with
his family and attends his two
golden retrievers, “who only want
to run and eat.” He would like to
have the time to get his golf handicap back to low single digits.

Michael Rack
joins March Networks as vice president of UK sales. He was recently
managing director of UK and Irish
operations at
Senstar-Stellar,
a provider of
perimeter security sur veillance
tools. Before that
he was VP of marketing at International Datacasting Corporation. His appointment
is another in a series aimed at expanding international operations.
Michael holds a BA in English and
political science from Carleton University. He lives in the UK with his
wife and three children.

Jeff Moore
is named president of Ross Video,
a designer, manufacturer and marketer of broadcast products. He
joined the company as a regional
sales manager in 1997 and was promoted to VP of marketing and sales
in 2002. He holds an executive MBA
from uOttawa and graduated with
honors from the broadcast electronics technology program at the
Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology. Jeff grew up in Whitehorse, Yukon. He enjoys spending
time with wife Lynn, son Lucas,
daughter Eliza and dog Charlie. Jeff
recently accepted the Ontario
Global Traders Awards bronze
medal for innovation, awarded Ross
Video for its OverDrive production
control system.

N-able Technologies
shakes things up at the top, moving
president and CEO Mark Scott to
the board of directors and giving cofounder Gavin Garbutt the vacated
CEO position. Rob Rose, Cognos’
chief strategy officer, is made company chair. N-able is a provider of
managed services software and
business transformation services
for resellers dealing with small- and
medium-sized businesses
national capital SCAN, May 2006 3

Job exports: problem,
opportunity, or both
to, and amplified, the rise of large and development (R&D), and
retailers such as Wal-Mart. As improved access to early financlobal supply chains (GSCs) — these retailers grow, the range of ing, etc.
Above all, the
they’re a hot topic everywhere their merchancommercializabecause they have a direct impact dise expands
tion of R&D reon employment and wealth cre- and the need for
sults requires
ation. Canada has been struggling lower-priced immuch more atwith this issue for more than a ports increases
tention from poleven more. As a
decade.
icymakers. At an
Essentially, the heart of the GSC result, offshore
annual level of
issue is the move of domestic jobs outsourcing is
over $25 billion a
to other countries. Recently In- expected to conyear, or 1.96% of
dustry Canada organized a con- tinue unabatedly
gross domestic
ference here to examine the for years to
product in 2005,
growth of GSCs, their use by Cana- come.
Canada’s R&D
Aaron Sydor,
dian firms, and their implications
efforts seem low
acting director
for policy development.
compared to othGary Gereffi, a professor at of current and
er major industriDuke University, summarizes the structural analyalized countries.
issue very well. Referring to the sis, InternationH o w e v e r, t h e
US, Gereffi looks at the trends in al Trade CanaR&D intensity of
global outsourcing of U.S. jobs. In da — another
Canada’s manuthe 60s and 70s it involved basic speaker at the
facturing heartfactory work for products such as conference —
lands such as Onshoes, clothing, electronics, toys looks at the imtario and Quebec
and appliances. It evolved to rou- plications of the
Photo: Alan Dean
— where R&D
tine service work such as call cen- rise of global
Can Le.
matters the most
tres and back office jobs dealing value chains,
with banking operations and cred- specifically in developing countries in the country — is actually higher
it card tasks, then to accounting, such as China. He notes that Chi- than the average of the OECD
medical records, and software. Re- na doubled its share of U.S. im- countries. Excellent R&D centres,
cently, the outsourcing trend en- ports from 6.1% in 1995 to 12.4% in pioneered by the National Recompasses design, brands, and 2004. On the other hand, Canada’s search Council and its internashare dropped from 19.5% to 17.4% tionally renowned scientists, are in
even innovation activities.
Forces driving the trend include during the same period. The U.S., the best position to help Canada
a new breed of global buyers, sup- the European Union, and Canada cope with the job offshoring trend.
pliers, and intermediaries, the all see their shares of world man- Translating the scientists’ findings
rapid rise of new production cen- ufacturing exports in decline, while into commercial products requires
tres in developing countries, and Asia’s share — with the emer- a concerted effort by government
their ability to develop improved gence of China, India, Japan, South at all levels, as well as the private
speed, quality, information tech- Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and sector.
J.J. Brown, the author of a thornology, responsiveness, and health Singapore — more than doubled
from 9% in 1980 oughly researched and extensive
and safety. These
21% in 2004. book on Canadian science and
have resulted in
“Canadian invention to
This shift has al- technology, Ideas in Exile: A Hisboth increased
imports and low- and technology [is] a so entailed a tory of Canadian Invention, pubreadjustment of lished almost 40 years ago, ober prices and the
loss of millions of melancholy procession research and de- served in his conclusion: “The stojobs in developed of golden opportunities velopment activ- ry of Canadian invention and techities of multina- nology can be seen as a melancountries, and a
growing gap be- which we have let slip tional enterpris- choly procession of golden oppor(MNEs). Con- tunities which we have let slip
tween rich and
through our fingers.” es
sequently, Cana- through our fingers. We have let
the poor in the
da’s share of them go abroad to be developed by
developing world.
The mix of exports from Canada R&D expenditures of foreign affil- other nations because we have not
and Mexico to the U.S. reveals di- iates fell from 5.4% in 1993 to 4% in the vision to see their potential.”
This sounds eerily familiar today.
vergent trends. From 1985 to 2003, 2002.
Can D. Le, formerly with IndusAaron suggests that a mix of inMexico’s exports of technologybased manufactures to the U.S. in- ternational and domestic policies try Canada, is a consultant on
creased, while exports of primary is needed to make Canada an at- science, technology, and innovaand resource-based products de- tractive location for global value tion policy.
clined. On the other hand, the chain activities. Peter Hall, VP
shares of exports of medium and and deputy chief economist of
high-technology manufactures Export Development Corporafrom Canada to the U.S. fell, while tion, proposes a multi-faceted
those of primary products, and to a strategy, including overcoming the
lesser extent low-technology prod- “economies of scale” barrier, for
ucts, increased in the same period. example by improving access to
Emek Basker, who teaches at trade financing; investing in physthe University of Missouri, notes ical infrastructure; accommodatthat with the Buy American cam- ing displaced workers; educating
paign of 1985-1992 a thing of the future generations by matching
past, Wal-Mart imported US$18 skills and requirements; and rebillion worth of goods from China taining and attracting high valuein 2004. It appears that trade lib- added jobs by exploiting Canada’s
eralization policy has contributed structure advantages, research
By Can D. Le
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Preparing a jump to
the big league
By Susan Johnson
is a propos that Alvaro PomIoftbo,Ottawa-based
co-founder and chairman
TrueContext,
should be found networking with
U.S. technology executives in Dallas, Texas at the 10 th annual Microsoft Convergence conference.
It’s right where he should be.
Since the success of TrueContext’s deal with Rogers Canada to
deliver mFORMS — its software
for hand-helds that eliminates
cumbersome
p a p e r- b a s e d
data capture
and delivery for
field workers —
P o m b o ’ s
thoughts have
been focused on
that
goliath
market to the
south. And, with
a few crucial executive appointments already
complete, Pombo is preparing to
deliver TrueContext’s unique software to the U.S. market.
While CIO of Newbridge in the
late 90s, Pombo regularly complained about the inefficiencies of
sending and receiving information
from what he calls “the edge” of an
organization, its field workers. So
he co-founded TrueContext in 2001
and created wireless software capable of using forms to input and
transfer data from outside the organization.
As a result, front-line workers of
small- and medium-sized businesses — including property managers, inspectors and sales staff —
can use their hand-held devices to
access forms and documents from
the field and transfer information

to companies and customers on
the spot. This eliminates cumbersome paper-based data collection
and improves the speed and efficiency of data transfer. The software is compatible with a variety of
platforms and doesn’t require custom coding or technical development.
Rogers is delivering TrueContext’s mFORMS software in Canada and also providing front-line
support to business customers.
The service is hosted by Hewlett
Packard and Microsoft helped to
bring the product
to market. “I always tell the joke
that the product is
so good that even
Rogers can sell it,
HP can operate
it and Microsoft
can brag about
it,” says Pombo.
Through Rogers,
he has blanketed
the Canadian market and now is
set on luring buyers from the U.S.
“There is a business need and
I’m a big believer that TrueContext
is going to be the company that will
take advantage of this niche market,” says Pombo. “In order to do
that, we must concentrate on what
we do very well because we can
replicate it. That’s the recipe. We’ll
do what we’ve done with Rogers in
other geographies.”
To help infiltrate the U.S. market, Pombo has made some recent
changes at the executive level, particularly the recent appointment of
Jeff Lindauer as Chief Executive
Officer. Lindauer, ex-CEO of Spontaneous Technologies (acquired
by Nokia) and SkyTel, is focused
on introducing TrueContext’s software as a branded data service,
similar to that of its Rogers
arrangement. Pombo believes that
Lindauer’s experience will help
TrueContext lure interest from
U.S. operators.
“[Selling] in the U.S. requires a
unique set of DNA and we went
looking for people with that type of
experience, ones with relationships with U.S. operators, an understanding of mobility, as well as
presence and a network,” says
Pombo. “That was the whole objective of hiring Jeff. The rest of
the sales team that we’re building
is based on that same premise.”
Pombo says it is focus on new
markets and on the specific products they are delivering that will
lead the company forward. “My
hope is that because we are a niche
market that we will grow quickly. I
think we have the ideal scenario for
growth in any organization,” he
says. “If you’re too early, you’re
toast. You need a lot of money and
it’s not practical. And, if you’re too
late, you’ll have the Microsofts of
the world passing you by.”

“The product is so
good that even
Rogers can sell it,
HP can operate it
and Microsoft can
brag about it.”

Visions… from P. 1
It’s a tall order that was put before a gathering of three score reps
from industry, government and
academia at a recent Technology
Vision Conference focused on the
interplay of technology, wealth creation and education in order to
draw a technology “road map” for
Canada. “The conference,” says
Paul, “is the first step in assessing
that situation and providing us with
the direction we need to go forward
and develop a program that meets
the HR needs of the broader Canadian hardware sector.”
SHRC was established in 1992 to
address the human resource
needs of the Canadian software
sector. In order to meet its expanded mandate, SHRC plans to
facilitate the development of a series of technology road maps to reflect the priorities of its various
constituencies in developing Canada’s ICT workforce in order to
build a stronger CIT sector.

nuggets
NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
C-COM forms
Spanish alliance

C-COM’s iNetVu at NASA launch

C-COM Satellite Systems Inc.
teams with a Spanish mobile satellite integrator NASSAT to jointly
resell its proprietary iNetVu Mobile satellite-based antenna systems to NASSAT customers in
Spain, Portugal and Andorra. NASSAT will market, sell, support and
provide extended warranties for
the C-COM technology. C-COM
opened for business in 1997, went
public in 2001 and currently employs 25 people.

US military recruits
Edgewater
Edgewater Computer Systems
has won a US$75 million contract
to upgrade communications technology aboard US military aircraft.
The company’s equipment will be
installed parallel to existing communications technology. This approach eliminates costly and timeconsuming rewiring, which can
run as high as $2 million and put a
plane out of commission for a year.
The contract was awarded last December, but not disclosed until recently. Privately-held Edgewater
plans to hire between 30 and 40
new employees to meet the requirements of the deal.

Mitel makes med
connections
Mitel donates a state-of-the-art
communications system to
Roger’s House,
the children’s palliative care centre
at CHEO. The system allows emergency and nonemergency communications among
patients, family members, doctors,
nurses and staff. “Mitel was not only interested in coming aboard, but
highly enthusiastic and eager to do
anything they could to help, as all
our sponsors have been,” says
Lloyd Cowin, executive director of
Roger’s House. “We sincerely appreciate their efforts.” Newlyopened Roger’s House is named
after former Ottawa Senators assistant coach Roger Neilson, who
died from cancer in 2005. Mitel recently installed a $2.4 million IP
phone system for the Queens

companies, etc., are working together to move forward,” says Mike
Darch, OCRI’s executive director
of global marketing. “We’ve been encouraged by the city’s involvement
because we need this kind of capital
investment to get it working.”

Long Island Medical Group.
QLIMG, with 22 locations in and
around New York City, had chosen
another supplier before approaching Mitel. “The other company
brought a product to market before
they should have and it was a
headache throughout,” says Stefanie Bruemmer, QLIMG’s chief
information officer. “Mitel had
shown well in the original request
for proposals, so we asked them to
help solve our problem.” Mitel installed its Automatic Call Distribution system and supplied the
company with 1,500 IP phones,
eliminating a number of troubles,
including the confusion caused by
having two area codes in one building that straddles a code boundary.

Entrepreneurs of Chinese extraction, from left to right award winners Alfred
Yan of Starboard Seafood; Xuening Chen (see SONA president, below);
Jacqueline Shan, CEO of CV Technologies; Willis Louie of Hy Louie Co.;
Katherine Kwok of Yip’s Children's Performing Arts Centre.

IDC has strong Q4

SONA president wins award

International Datacasting Corp.
reports sales shot up to $4.3 million in its fourth quarter of fiscal
2006 ended January 31st, a 34% increase from the $3.2 million it registered in Q4 2005. Profits for the
three-month period nearly tripled,
from $117,645 at the close of last
year to $325,366. The year-ending
results were a bright spot in 2006,
which saw overall figures decline.
Earnings slipped to $664,215, down
6% from the $706,344 the company
made in 2005. Revenues were $13.5
million, compared to $13.8 million
in the previous year. During the
year, IDC bought the Dutch company PROFLine, which develops
and markets professional audio
and data distribution systems for
the satellite, broadcast and cable
television market.

Xuening Chen, president of
SONA Computers and VP of
FOXWISE Technologies, wins
the most progressive entrepreneur award at the Chinese Canadian Entrepreneur Awards, held
in Toronto. The awards are presented annually to the best Chinese-owned companies across
Canada that demonstrate social

Thermal Energy
installing steam

Photo: Li Chen

in funding will be used over a twoyear period to officially kick-start
the program, which began in 2005
as an experiment aimed at driving
local economic growth. Among the
clusters expected to benefit from
OICSP are telecommunications,

responsibility. Prime Minister
Stephen Harper was on hand to
congratulate the winners. In his
opening speech, Harper formally
apologized for the head tax that
was imposed on Chinese immigrants in the late 19th and early 20th
century. SONA and FOXWISE are
business partners providing a single source for all IT needs.
software, photonics and security
and wireless technologies. “The
city and OCRI have been supporting the idea of cluster-based activity for a while, which essentially
means that all parts of the
value-chain, be they education,

Thermal Energy International
acquires exclusive rights to distribute the GEM condensate return system in Canada and key US
markets, including industrial
heavyweight Michigan. Designed
b y Gardner Energy Management, of Bristol, England, the new
energy saving technology efficiently regulates steam systems
used for processing and to heat
buildings. In a trial project, the
company will install equipment at
a “Big Three” automaker’s research facility in Detroit. The GEM
system promises a 12% to 55 % reduction in energy costs and air
emissions and promises to replace
older, less efficient steam-trap
technology. In other company
news, the Ontario Securities
Commission recently found Thermal’s former boss guilty of insider
trading. The OSC determined that
Thomas Hinke failed to file insider trading reports on transactions
involving 870,050 shares valued at
just under $900,000 over a ninth
month period from April 2005 to
More, see Nuggets, P. 8

IBM takes cut
of NUVO
IBM Canada is transferring its
third-party security standard testing service to NUVO Networks
Management in return for
$680,000 in NUVO common shares.
NUVO will manage IBM’s midmarket outsourcing services program, directed at companies with
revenues between $50 million and
$1 billion. Under the two-tiered
agreement, IBM can also earn
warrants of up to 1.5 million
shares, proportional to incremental revenues received for the business generated by IBM. The full
extent of the agreement will be
achieved at $15 million in contract
value over the next two and a half
years.

OICSP gets boost
The Ottawa Industry Cluster
Support Program, an OCRICity of Ottawa
project, is effectively green-lighted after its request for funding
was approved by
the city’s Corporate Service and
Mike Darch
Economic Development Committee. The $140,000
national capital SCAN, May 2006 5

BARCAMP BOYS, GIRLS AND
BLOGGERS BLITZ BITHEADS
Wherein our intrepid reporter braves a horde of
pixies, rubies, roosters, bloggers, opensourcers and R
bitheads (not the company but the people who came
before the company) to seek the soul
of the “unconference” and finds…
and finds… and… well, why not
let her tell it.

Mood-lit Gavin
All photos by Paul Davidson
Darn. I missed the opening remarks. But a lo-tech wallboard
MacKenzie
of Post-Its made up a schedule. Craig Fitzpatrick’s Software
eporting on an inaugural tech event can be a daunt- Project Management presentation on behalf of his company
A man walks in to
ing task, especially when my depth of knowledge con- Devshop won out, partly because I wanted to be in the dark auBarCamp with a rooster
cerning the majority of topics to be discussed is rudi- ditorium with the huge screen. Where Blackberrys are the usuunder his arm.../Bryce
mentary. It wasn’t all a mystery, but there was definitely some al toys of choice at these events, everybody seemed to have
Johnson’s Chicken Test
jargon that was passing me by. (Ed Note: I was there as well laptops at the ready, although it was unclear whether the
and I dare say there wasn’t anyone who was conversant promised WiFi was working in all the rooms. Armed only with
with everything that came up, a lot of which was unpro- the traditional reporter’s tools, pen and paper, I was quite selfconscious.
grammed.)
Craig’s session presented clearly the ways in which the apI first read about BarCamp Ottawa on Alec Saunders’ blog,
and without doing much research into the history of the origi- proach to project management for software development pronal ‘unconference’ in Palo Alto last year (in response to the ex- jects should differ from other types of event planning, and the
clusivity of FOO Camp), signed up thinking I’d be writing most- shortcomings of the standard (Gantt-based) project scheduling
ly on bloggers in the Ottawa area. As the number of partici- software. With a failure rate of 70% on their projects, the 15
pants continued to mount, the list of suggested topics grew ex- million software developers worldwide are rivalled only by
prospective restaurant/bar owners for potential risk; no wonponentially.
(Ed Note: FOO Camp? According to Wikipedia this is an der so many of them end up shaving their heads!
With a more thorough Devshop demo already scheduled for
annual invitation only, no-structure, no plan, tent on the
lawns, hacker event hosted by the Irish-born, California-based the afternoon, I ducked out a bit early in the interest of seeing
Internet publisher and conferencer, Tim O’Reilly. The goal how the other workshops were wrapping up, as well as to make
is to reach out to new people who will increase O’Reilly’s in- sure I got my hands on one of the good-looking t-shirts in my
telligence about new technologies. The event started as a joke. size before they disappeared.
(Rich Loen stayed, and was able to add, in his blog about
An open bar for “friends of O’Reilly” became a “foo bar” and
BarCamp: “We particularly liked Craig Fitzpatrick’s dethe rest is history.)
Most were fairly straightforward, and it soon became obvious vshop.com demos — he’s doing some terrific work — creating
that very few sessions would involve blogs. All things Wiki, a web based app that works just like a desktop app. He’s built
Mike Milinkovitch from
web and media, patent strategy, Voice 2.0, and cool web apps an amazing abstraction layer to hide the browser dependencies
Eclipse Foundation
were up for consideration. And then there were a few that stood which have plagued web developers for years. We can’t wait to
out as fascinating and puzzling. What’s to be made of, Serendip- get our hands on the real product! Look for it this fall.)
Over the networking coffee and ‘mammoth muffins’ break,
ity or hysteria — context, presence, relevance, tigers, oh my!;
or Anyone want to talk about the end of the world? The Sin- groups of attendees gathered around the foosball and hockey
tables preferring to debate, chat and put blog IDs to faces,
gularity as described by Ray Kurzweil
If proof were
Organizers Saunders, Peter Childs, Craig Fitzpatrick, rather than distribute business cards. I squeezed in to the Jadneeded that
David Keys and Ross MacLeod posted the schedule with a edPixel Shopify demo with Tobias Lÿtke and Scott Lake, to
geeks make
few days to go. Immediate frustration (I’ve felt it at other con- learn about how they went from trying to find a way to sell
great babies…
ferences) at inability to attend all sessions running concur- snowboards on-line (SnowDevil) to creating a program which
rently. Bilocation is not my thing, but the spirit of the event facilitates all elements of web-based international shopkeeping.
clearly encouraged the ‘wing it’ approach, which I saw was be- At the present time, Shopify works for inventories of real products, but they are working on expanding the software to ining embraced by most of those about me.
Turns out there are many ways to feel like an out of place clude the sale of downloadables and digital goods.
With their bait of free chips and the fact that it was already
geek. Without any obvious sign to pull me in the right direction, I ended up wandering the bowels of Westgate Shopping past noon, it was tempting to head next for the session on IP
Centre trying to find BitHeads, the event’s location, riding the Rights and Patents given by event-sponsor Gowlings. But I’d
freight elevator and traipsing abandoned hallways. I bumped already done a piece in March for SCAN on IP with Kent Ledinto a similarly disoriented BarCamper, Kevin Davis, and to- well, one of the presenters, so I opted instead for the Tel ML
gether we managed to find the BitHeads lobby. Once signed in Telephony/UI Creation demo session with Rich Loen from InPeter Childs and David Keys
we made our way up the stairs through the maze of cubicles Genius. His synopsis is much clearer than mine would be:
tackle the world’s biggest Post-It
“About this TelML stuff: We noticed all our customers were
now installed in the former Cineplex. The renovated theatre
proved to be a perfect fit for the facility needed to host coming out with phones with nice, huge, colour displays... So, we
BarCamp, with a variety of rooms available for the wide built an API and set of tools that make it easy to build GUI-based
apps on these phones. We basically provide extensions to HTML
range of presentation styles.
that enable you to do simple things
Would you buy a
like make calls, handle incoming
snowboard from this man? /
calls, manage address books, call
Scott Lake - Shopify Demo
All smiles until a sudden eclipse
An impromptu session on Blogging in Ottawa
logs, etc. The API is easy to port to whatever browser
darkened the BitHeads compound –
has been built into the phone, and even works when was added to the afternoon schedule by local bloChris Nolan and friend
gosphere heavyweights, including Jonathan
there is no browser — just a bit more work for us.”
Rich is planning a VerizonOne phone, with built- Snook, James Cogan and Derek Featherstone. the consensus was that those who actively blog
in: DSL Modem, router, colour screen, WinCE and The session provided a forum for an interesting (not me) should continue to do so, and when outsome sample apps for weather, news, sports, stocks, roundtable on the subject, although we didn’t end ings are planned, everyone interested in livening
traffic (though he made repeated calls for more cre- up discussing too much that was area-specific. up the community with events like BarCamp (me)
ative apps than the ubiquitous “weather, news, Having attended SXSW Interactive 2004 in Austin, should try our best to participate and spread the
stocks, etc.”). Lively follow-up Q&A session, led by TX when blogging was much less commonplace, word. Another suggestion was that successful blogMike Milinkovitch (Eclipse Foundation) and and remarking how similar the city was to Ottawa, gers might offer themselves as mentors to the
I was interested in getting Derek and Jonathan’s uninitiated but keen. Alec Saunders closed the sesHoward Thaw (Iotum).
Lucky I hadn’t filled up on Pringles, because the take on why our blogging community seems much sion by volunteering to host Ottawa’s first Demopizza lunch was provided by the Colonnade, hands more fractured and unmotivated than Austin’s. We Camp at Iotum HQ.
And the music goes round and round.
didn’t have the time to flesh out the subject, but
down the best pies in town.
Ben and Matt before they took the world by geekstorm

By Jennifer Bruce

Jen Nolan,
real-time blogger

In the beginning …
Rich Loen of InGenius

Too much choice
is a tough thing
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Nuggets… from P. 5

by providing faster data connections over longer distances. This
could mean an alternate techOECD’s Directorate for Science, nology in the market that is curTechnology and Industry says that rently serviced by mobile operWiMAX-certified equipment holds ators. WiMAX could be the systhe promise to be a disruptive tem connecting rural or suburtechnology that could change both ban houses to the main Internet
the fixed and mobile internet ac- land-lines.
cess markets, perhaps bringing
According to the WiMAX fothose markets together into one. rum “WiMAX is positioned for
WiMAX-compliant equipment is fixed broadband access applicould support hundreds of busi- cations (high speed internet,
nesses with T-1 speed and thou- VoIP telephony and streaming
sands of residences with DSL video) in rural areas, particuspeed. It is expected that WiMAX larly when distance is too large
technology will be incorfor DSL and cable, as
porated into notebook
well as in urban/suburcomputers and PDAs by
ban areas of developing
2007. The promise for
countries.”
certified network opera- NETWORK
In the United States,
tors is equipment interIntel
that
TO COVER WiMAX believes
operability across venwill change the
dors; for product makers,
way we access the interfewer product variations
net in the near future. Inand higher volumes. It
tel pulled its original
could be the next wave of
schedule for WiMAX caaccess, connectivity and relative- pability in laptops forward from
ly low prices.
2007 to 2006. Once such laptops
This is not the first time we’ve are in the market adoption of the
heard such claims. Earlier tech- technology should follow, an outnologies such as Local Multipoint come that the TelecommunicaDistribution Service (LMDS) and t i o ns Indus t r y As s o ciatio n
Multichannel Multipoint Distribu- (TIA) is optimistic about. But it’s
tion Service (MMDS) were sup- not all success stories. Hanaro,
posed to solve this problem. But South Korea’s second largest
they never became widely adopt- wireless provider, dropped its
ed due to the problems of realizing WiMAX network due to cost. It’s
economies of scale and interoper- estimated that it would cost $3
ability.
billion in equipment, towers,
WiMAX is not actually a tech- sites, labour and set-up costs to
nology but a certification that build a national WiMAX network
equipment meets conformity and in the United States, an estimate
interoperability tests for the that seems low when one wireIEEE 802.16 family of standards. less provider alone, Clearwire, is
Currently, the WiMAX Forum, an budgeting $1 billion for its own
industry association, is promot- network. TIA predicts that Wi-Fi
ing and certifying the interoper- and WiMAX spending will reach
ability of broadband wireless $29.3 billion by 2008. (All sums in
products. The WiMAX For um US$.)
(wimaxforum.org) has 230 memWiMAX implementation likeber companies that include Intel, ly will occur in several stages.
Samsung, Cisco, Nortel, Si- The first will be fixed equip Wave, Nokia and Motorola. It is ment mounted outside buildanticipated that WiMAX-certified ings in order to access the wireequipment would compete with l e s s n e t w o r k . I n t h e s e c o n d
l a n d l i n e - b a s e d t e c h n o l o g i e s stage, we will be able to access
such as digital subscriber lines the network from inside. Mobile
(DSL), cable modem, and fibre access will happen in the third
optics. In addition, such equip- stage.
ment will compete with mobile
More, see WiMAX, P. 11

WiMAX… from P. 1
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January 2006. Thermal’s one-time
president and CEO, who conducted the unlawful sales using three
different brokers, continued to
trade shares even after the OSC
warned him he was in violation of
regulations.

Corel drawn back to
public markets
According to regulatory filings
with the US Securities and Exchange Commission, the mercurial Corel Corp. intends to float an
initial public offering of 6.5 million
shares at $16 to $18 a share. The
move comes two-and-a-half years
after major-shareholder Vector
Capital de-listed the software
maker in the middle of a high-profile fight with a group of disaffected shareholders who felt the company was being under valued.
Corel gives no specific date for the
IPO but says it will be “as soon as
practicable” after its filing is officially approved by the SEC. In an
agreement connected to the offering, Corel will acquire from Vector
WinZip, “the most widely used aftermarket compression utility.”
Shares will be listed on the Nasdaq under the symbol “CREL” and
on the TSX under the symbol
“CRE.” For the fiscal year ended
November 2005, Corel posted a
loss of $8 million on revenue of
$164 million (all figures in US dollars). The company reported a
profit $1.2 million on revenue of
$111.7 million for 2004.

Kanatec service
staff swells
Kanatec Technologies’ new services and support for data backup
and recovery have met with such
demand that the company has had
to hire 20 new technicians, designers and managers in recent
months. The company now provides support for almost half a
petabyte of data with 3,000 servers
in dozens of data centres in over
30 countries. Kanatek manages
and operates the service from its
facilities in Ottawa.

Galazar nets US$6.6
million in backing
Galazar Networks has closed its
Series C venture capital round of
US$6.6 million, which was led by
BDC Venture Capital and new investor Mitsui. Additional funds
came from previous backers including Skypoint Capital, Vengrowth, Katsura Investments,
and Goldman Sachs. The round
brings total investment in the company to US$28.5 million.

OCM lands contract
for readers
OCM Manufacturing, is chosen
to make Smart Card readers for
Pro-Active, a French developer,
manufacturer and marketer of
electronic mobile identification
devices. OCM will provide a full
More, see Nuggets, P. 9

Photo: OpenSource

Some players in the joint Carleton-Nortel research program titled Competing in
open environments, including (left to right), Dr. John Callahan (Director of Carleton’s Technology Innovation Management Program), Lenny Li, Carlos Valencia,
Xiaoling Liu, Peter Carbone (Chief Technology Officer, Nortel), Jihong Yang,
Veronica Giggey, Dr. Tony Bailetti (Associate Professor, Sprott School of Business),
Piedad Pinzon, Azmat Khan, and Richard Alam.

OSS interest zooms
ware vendors, solution providers,
corporations, educational and reWhen Tony Bailetti organized a search institutions and individuals
meeting on open source software that make up the Eclipse commu(OSS) three years ago, three peo- nity. Sixteen strategic partners, inple showed up, one of whom was cluding IBM, each contribute
in the wrong room. The recent $250,000 per year.
QNX profitably com(April 21) workshop he
mercialized the Eclipse
led attracted more than
100 participants and fea- 2001 START software platform and
tured a panel of speakers 130 MEMBERS went from the concept to
representing big busi- 60 OSS PROJECTS shipping their product in
ness, entrepreneurs, aca- 70,000,000 just seven months.
“The bottom line is —
demics and the govern- DOWNLOADS
don’t reinvent the wheel,”
ment. As the turnout indicates, the use and interest in says Mark Roberts, director of
open source has increased dra- product management for QNX. By
using OSS, Roberts says the dematically in the past few years.
OSS is software that provides an velopment effort can be focused on
underlying programming code to what will differentiate your produsers so that they may read it, uct and allow for more innovation.
“Can open source software be
change it and build new versions
to meet their individual needs. profitable? There is no question in
Many of today’s popular software my mind — yes,” says Bailetti, who
programs, including Linux and is an associate professor at Carleton’s Sprott School of BusiFoxfire, started as OSS.
Some software producers are re- ness. “Developing open source
luctant to open source their soft- software won’t make you money,
but developing
ware, fearing that
open source
they will lose con“Developing open
software for
trol over their
product and the source software won’t customer needs
profits that go make you money, but will.”
However
along with having
developing open
there is still unexclusive ownerabout
ship. However,
source software for certainty
the long-term
organizations
like the Eclipse customer needs will.” impact of OSS
and the legal inFoundation are
out to demonstrate that these fears terpretation of certain licence
terms. Roberts explains that these
are not well founded.
“How do you commoditize a uncertainties could possibly incommodity? You give it away,” clude losing your own intellectual
Mike Milinkovich, executive di- property or unwittingly infringing
rector of Eclipse, explains. He ar- on somebody’s patent rights.
To understand the dynamics and
gues that any time you have millions of users there is a commer- value of OSS, Nortel undertook a
joint research program with the
cial opportunity.
Eclipse is an open source com- Technology and Innovation Manmunity focused on developing a uni- agement program at Carleton.
versal platform of frameworks and Several students have since writtools that make it easy and cost ef- ten their theses on this topic and
fective to build software. It emerged were present at the workshop.
“Open source software can help
from the IBM software labs in Ottawa, but since 2001 has been evolv- companies to be profitable by using under the umbrella of an arm’s ing it to create a broader product,”
length, independent, member sup- says Peter Carbone, acting-CTO
ported foundation. The not-for-prof- for Nortel. “It is a tool-based stratit Eclipse Foundation has more egy instead of a product based
than 60 open source projects un- strategy.”
The gover nment of Canada
derway, 130 member companies
and an estimated 70 million down- web site has been running on
OSS for the past few years, says
loads requested to date.
The foundation generates fund- Joseph Potvin, senior economic
ing through membership dues paid analyst with Treasur y Board
by the consortium of major soft- Secretariat.
By Gemma Richardson

ECLIPSE

SiGe growing here, there and everywhere
By Greg Patterson
n just six years, SiGe Semiconductor has grown from a startup
Ispunout of the National Research Council (NRC) to an international operation with satellite
offices in Boston, San Diego, Hong
Kong, London and an executive
outpost in Portland, Oregon. In
2000, SiGe had maybe a dozen people on staff; it now employs more
than 110, half of them in Ottawa.
Revenues have risen steadily from
the outset and, in 2005, leapt to
US$31.8 million, up 63% from
US$19.5 million the previous year.
A recent growth spurt forced headquarters to pull up stakes at 2680
Queensview Dr. in March and relocate to roomier quarters at 1050
Morrison Dr.
Early business lay in developing
silicon germanium (SiGe) process
technology for radio frequency
(RF) circuits used in electronic
consumer goods. The company

now has five product lines comprising more than 50 different
products being shipped to customers around the world.
Much of the credit for the company’s success is owed to SiGe
CEO Jim Derbyshire, who came
on board in 2000 and steered the
company through its transition
from R&D to commercializing
technology. Along the way, he
opened new markets, helped identify the changing needs of those
markets and recruit engineers

with the skills to design the products that met those needs.
“Most of the talent in the wireless industry is found in North
America, Europe and Asia,” says
new VP of marketing, John Brewer, who is based in Portland, Oregon. “It’s to Jim’s credit that he’s
established the company in those
locations.”
About 90 % of SiGe products are
shipped to end-brand manufactures in Asia, who in turn ship
them back in electronic systems

that end up being sold in consumer
products, under such names as
Dell, Apple, Lexus, Hewlett
Packard, at retailers across North
America and Europe.
“Today’s business is global,”
says Derbyshire. “The days when
you could grow a reasonable size
business just in North America are
gone.”
A key player in, or founder of,
startups in England, New Zealand
and Ottawa, Derbyshire was
chairman of Accelerix, in Kanata, when SiGe came calling. At the
time, the company was led by
John Roberts, a serial entrepreneur who has helped establish numerous companies including Tundra Semiconductor and Mobile
Knowledge Inc. After Roberts
left, Derek Houghton took the
helm. The lead researcher at
NRC when SiGe was incubating,
Houghton began marketing semiconductor process services under
the guidance of Dr. John Millard,

SiGe’s latest hire high on company, grass Nuggets… from P. 8
25-year veteran of the wireless
semiconductor industry, John
A
Brewer, has joined
SiGe Semiconductor
as VP of marketing.
Previously CEO of
Xindium, a marketer
of amplifiers for mobile phones, he also
founded Vincio, where
he acted as a consultant to wireless communications startups.
John is a resident of
Portland, Oregon.
He was led to SiGe in
2005 while looking for
a commercial partner for one of
Xindium’s products. “I spent half
the summer talking with Bill
Haberlin,” he says, “who I’d known
for a while. We discussed ways of
forming a relationship that would
be beneficial to both Xinidium and
SiGe and I got to know [SiGe] really well. When I learned they needed
a VP of marketing I jumped at the
opportunity.”
“Getting John was something of
a coup,” says SiGe CEO Jim Derbyshire. “He has invaluable experience and a wealth of industry
contacts, as well as a proven track
record of anticipating the needs of
the industry and demands of the
marketplace.”
John will oversee global marketing and management of the
company’s WLAN, Bluetoothª,
GPS and WiMAX products, as well
as new products in the pipeline.
“I think one of my primary roles is
to work with Jim Derbyshire and
Bill Haberlin and the engineering
team to determine what will happen
over the next five years and make
sure we have a foot in the right markets at the right time,” says John.
“When you look at the future of consumer electronics, there will be an
explosion in sales. There were over

a billion cellphones alone sold
around the world last year and that
number is likely to rise
sharply. I know the mobile phone industry
well. I think SiGe recognized that and hired
me because they are
expanding in that
area.”
Ty p i c a l l y, J o h n
starts work at his Portland home- office at
5:30 a.m., to synchronize with doors opening at SiGe headquarters in Ottawa or people returning from lunch in London. With offices spread over three
continents and several time zones,
“conference calls,” says John, “can
be tricky to coordinate.”
John has been
married for 21
years to Carol, a
girl from San Jose
he met while in his
junior year at Santa Clara University. They have
three teenage children, Bridget,
John and Elizabeth.
“When I went out to Santa Clara,
my plan was to study physics,”
John says. I really had no idea
what Silicon Valley was until I
found myself in the middle of it. It

was serendipitous, I suppose.”
Some 10 years on, though, he
wanted out of Silicon Valley so badly he “could scream.” With their
first child on the way, John and
Carol started looking for a better,
more relaxed environment in
which to raise a family.
“My wife’s one condition was
that we live no more than an hour
from the beach,” recalls John.
“California was a non-starter and
Seattle was too hectic even then
(1990), so we settled on Portland.
It’s been a good fit.”
John is a wine collector, amateur
astronomer and gardener — hats he
dons “in the immense amount of free
time left after shuttling three kids
back and forth to soccer, tennis and
volleyball matches; art and piano
classes, and whatever else they
manage to schedule into a week.”
Growing up in
St Louis, John
was a greenskeeper’s assistant at the local
country club. “I
fell in love with
vast expanses of
thick green grass. The Willamette
Valley in Oregon is the “grass seed
capital of the world,’ so I live in my
own little heaven and try to keep
the lawn as thick and dark green
as a golf course fairway”

Some 10 years on
he wanted out of
Silicon Valley so
badly “I could
scream.”

Most people embarking on a marketing career
typically enter a big company like Procter & Gamble
and wind up miserable. It’s better to take some risks
and do something you love instead of doing what
you think is best for your career. I’ve done that
all along and I’ve never looked back.
John Brewer

complement of services for ProActive’s North American affairs,
including procurement, assembly,
warranty and repair services. The
potential value of the contract was
not disclosed. Pro-Active’s readers are found in a range of Pocket
PC handheld devices and are used
in applications for toll roads, airline ticketing, access control and
phone cards.

Precarn funds
research projects
Precarn Incorporated, a consortium of IT and communications
companies, research institutes and
government, is spending $4.9 million to reduce the costs of satellite
service and accelerate ambulance
response times. Telesat Canada,
EION Inc., Carleton University
and Algonquin College will develop a system to monitor and enhance signals between ground stations and satellites, helping to
bring telecommunications services to remote and under-served
communities. Ottawa-based
Greenley & Associates and the
Ottawa Paramedic Service will
lead a group of project partners in
work on an intelligent system to
improve response times by supporting the command and control
systems used by emergency response services. The two projects
are among six being funded by the
not-for-profit Precarn.

Marvell coming
to capital
Marvell Semiconductor has proposed building an engineering centre in Kanata that would develop
broadband communications, networking and storage products. A
company spokesperson says the
Sunnyvale, California-based circuit
designer chose Ottawa because of

for mer CEO of Mitel, for mer
chair of SiGe and now a director
at Mosaid. Shortly after taking
the reins in 2000, though, Derbyshire began moving the company away from semiconductor
process technology and started
producing fabless semiconductor
end-products.
“The semiconductor process services business model didn’t fit with
the investor return expectations,”
say Derbyshire. “To achieve them
SiGe had to adopt a product business model.”
Derbyshire says a catchphrase
for SiGe could be “Going Global.”
He is dedicated to reaching deeper into foreign markets, and finding the best talent available, wherever it may be. Nonetheless, he’s
resolved to keeping the company
based in Ottawa and expanding local operations.
“The new facilities are wonderful, the labs are great,” he says.
“There’s lots of room to grow.”
its wealth of software engineers,
customers like Nortel and Cisco and
the “key talent coming out of the
universities, because Canadian universities have very strong co-op
programs.” Marvell will be holding
a local job fair May 31st at the
Brookstreet Resort, to recruit software developers, software engineers, embedded design engineers
and system quality assurance engineers. The company has not specified how many employees it plans
to hire for the new facility. Founded
in 1995, Marvell employs over 2,700
people across the US. Its meteoric
surge in recent years has made it a
favorite of business analysts.

Cognos profits
miss 2005 mark
Perennial performer Cognos Incorporated has an uncharacteristically soft Q4, with
profits of $44 million
(all figures in US
dollars), or 48 cents
a diluted share,
down more than
$10 million from the
$54.3 million in net
earnings the com- Cognos CEO
pany posted at fisRob Ashe
cal year ’s end in
2005. Revenues for the quarter
slipped to $253.1 million compared
to the $256.3 million in the same
period last year. Still, numbers
were better than expected, as the
business software maker outdistanced its own predictions and
those of the street. Analysts had
expected profits for the quarter of
only 38 cents a share. Cognos itself
had estimated revenues at between $230 million and $240 million. Overall profits for the year
were also down, slipping to $124.8
million, or $1.35 per diluted share,
compared with $136.6 million, or
$1.47 per share, in fiscal 2005. Revenue was $877.5 million, compared
More, see Nuggets, P. 11
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Enabling the future of clusters Local CEO dials 9-1-1
and Telecommunications — are
“the engines that drive
economic growth
over the next
decade or more.”
There’s an interesting historical national template for enabling the potential of Ottawa’s advanced technology clusters. In the
mid-60s the Economic Council of
Canada (ECC) was established to
“regularly assess the medium and
longer term prospects of the economy and to compare such prospects
with the potentialities of growth of
the economy.” The concept of economic potential drew attention to
what is possible — in a sense, a target to be aimed at, not a projection
of the probable. The defining of the
nation’s economic potential and
tracking economic performance in
relation to that potential became the
central focus of the ECC’s annual
reviews. A decade later this ‘potential analysis’ was extended to Canadian industries (agriculture, energy, mining etc.) as the basis for the
National Economic Conferences
(NEC) in Montreal in 1973 and 1974.
The objective was to permit a better
assessment of how to move the nation closer to realizing some of society’s fundamental goals over the
ensuing three to five years. Industry
committees were asked to report to
the NEC on their industry’s potential to perform in terms of certain
economic objectives.
This was the dawning of the
knowledge economy, a period of

Wealth of
Knowledge

FRED BELAIRE

ccording to a recent Leger survey of the most-trusted occupaA
tions, economists are marginally
more credible than journalists. This
surprises me because journalists
only claim to tell the truth while my
profession often pretends to foretell
the future. We can’t but that doesn’t
deter us nor, it seems, does it affect
our credibility. Of course the future
is not knowable but economists can
sometimes offer insights as to
whether our present economic circumstances are sustainable (i.e. the
futurity of the present). But as Antoine de Saint-Exupery tells us in
The Wisdom of the Sands, “As the
future unfolds your task is not to
foresee, but to enable it.”
The Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation makes a
good beginning at this in The OCRI
Report 2005: Economic, Technology, and Educational Indicators
(ocri.ca). According to OCRI, “Ottawa has an innovation and clusterbased economy.” These clusters —
Defence & Security, E-Business,
Software, Photonics, Life sciences,
Microelectronics/Wireless, Technology services, Semiconductors
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transition from the economics of
scarcity (non-renewable resources)
to one of abundance (knowledge).
Fast forward to Ottawa today
and substitute “clusters’ for “industries’ and national capital region for the nation. How might we
apply this template? What task
would we set cluster committees?
What questions might we be ask?
What trends among clusters can
be discerned from the recent attraction of venture capital? The
eight clusters identified in the
OCRI Report are at various stages
of development, each with its own
potential. Potential can be defined
by establishing the boundaries
firms/clusters face in attracting
funds and human capital.
Are clusters and the firms within
them still soaking-up surplus labour
expunged during the last downturn? Or are firms finding that they
must go outside the region or raid
local competitors to attract new
personnel? How do the percentages
of the origins of new hires differ
among the clusters? How have supplies of new graduates adjusted to
a supply-based reweighting of the
relative importance of the clusters?
Or have they adjusted? Do recent
expansions match changes in the
rates of growth in the supply of
labour? Where are summer students being trained and treated as
potential long-term hires?
The questions go on and on. By
seeking and finding the answers
we will better our chance to enable
the future as it unfolds.

Perry-Martel International was
engaged for the executive
search. The VP marketing position
needed to be someone from the software industry, with
multiple channel experience, since that was the direction CML needed to go. The person hired was Darryl Praill, forave you ever called 9-1-1? For merly of Kinaxis (ex-WebPlan),
North Americans, most of and he was given two immediate
those calls are handled by software challenges: develop and communiand systems from Plant/CML, a re- cate a new brand for the move to
cent merger of Plant Equipment software, and develop a new image
Inc. and CML Emergency Services for the company in Ottawa, to help
(CML), who now have about 60% with recruitment. The product manof the North American market for agement position ended up being a
this technology. Golden Gate Cap- tougher job to specify. The person
ital of San Francisco, which owned had to work well with techies as well
Plant, acquired CML in late 2005, as customers, implement robust gothen arranged to merge the two to-market and product lifecycle
companies. I talked with Steve Pa- processes, and manage the portfonyko, hired in 2004 as CEO of CML. lio’s profit & loss performance. This
Panyko is American, with 35 years position was filled by Alan Zander.
in the telecom industry in New JerSales Channels — “To expand,
sey, Illinois, California, and Ottawa. we needed more feet on the
CML is 25 years old, and moved street,” commented Panyko,
into the emergency services space “so we put in a channel manageabout 10 years ago. The products ment function and put it in marwere solidly engineered, with a rep- keting. We did not put it in sales,
utation for high reliability. Although because marketing has a process
most of the effort had been on building orientation, whereas
legacy products,
sales people are
R&D chief Doug
skilled in proWhen markets
Roberts had decessing transacare evolving
veloped a new IPtions.” Processbased software
es were devel“skate to where
product called Pato identify
the money will be.” oped
triot. The IP arand qualify new
chitecture had the
channels and
potential to leapfrog all competi- assess existing ones.
tors, but had been released before
Results — The company was
without success.
now executing to “skate to where
What is “Marketing” — When the money will be” (an idea from
Panyko arrived, the company had Clayton Christensen, author of
a sales team but no marketing The Innovator’s Solution, noting
function. Some market strategy as- Wayne Gretzky’s habit of skating
sets had been overlooked, such as to where the puck will be, not
the IP-based product’s potential to where it is now). CML was able to
be parlayed into a formal Cisco al- meet its goals on several fronts: a
liance, as well as contribute a great growth rate over 25%, profitability
deal to market reputation. Panyko solidly up, global distribution startneeded a marketing executive who ed, and expansion into new terricould establish CML’s thought tory in North America. Also, CML
leadership, grow sales channels, established a Cisco Systems relare-launch Patriot, and create sales tionship as a Certified Application
methodologies that promoted val- Development Partner, the only
ue instead of features and func- public safety solution endorsed by
tions. “Big M” marketing was to be Cisco worldwide. Patriot was rePanyko’s change agent.
launched at the industry’s largest
Strategy Session — First, a show in August, supported by Cisstrategic planning session was co and by Tom Ridge, former head
held, run by a professional facili- of US homeland security. In paraltator using the formal ‘Strategic lel, discussions with Plant and
Thinking’ process. This gave the Golden Gate had begun. The midteam a cohesive view of the soft- 2005 announcements from CML inware opportunity and the compet- creased their global profile, even
itive landscape. The product line, attracting other potential acquirboth hardware and software, was ing companies into merger discusfacing increasing pressure from sions. With this interest, CML’s
competitors, and it was evident CFO David Jeffrey had lots to sing
that hardware was going to be- about. Panyko’s team was able to
come commoditized, as it has been attract a price for the company sevin many tech markets. All these eral times higher than the late 2003
factors were considered, and a new valuation, a strategic success both
strategic plan was developed.
the technology and the money marExecutive Hiring Strategy — kets.
By late 2004, the search was on for
Peter Fillmore is a technology intwo new positions, VP marketing novation executive and disruptive
and director of product manage- strategy advisor. Contact him by Ement. Ottawa’s David Perry of mail fillmore@westpark.com

Marketech

PETER FILLMORE

H

WiMAX… from P. 8
While certification was possible
by July 2005, there was no WiMAXcertified equipment on the market and the first was expected in
late 2005. In January 2006, Aperto
Networks, Redline Communications, SEQUANS Communications, and WaveSat announced
WiMAX products at the Wireless
Communications Association convention in San Jose, California.
One survey of 175 network operators finds that they expect commercial WiMAX services will be in
place by 2007.
Spectrum licences have already
been sold to operators. Canada has
issued fixed wireless licences in
the 2.3, 2.5 and 3.5 GHz bands. In
2004 and 2005, 32 companies received 841 licences. The services
to be offered will be based on market demand and left to the operator. They will likely be wireless
broadband capable of a variety of
internet protocol (IP) services
including Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP), Internet Protocol

Television (IPTV), and conventional internet access.
In general, vendors can be categorized in three groups: chip vendors, dedicated wireless companies and larger traditional telecom
system vendors.

Nuggets… from P. 9

Kanata. Though spokespersons for
both companies say it’s too early to
tell whether the workforce in Canada will be affected, current Lucent
CEO and future head of the merged
company, Patricia Russo, says they
are taking a “fair and balanced approach” to downsizing. Alcatel-Lucent customers will include some
of the world’s biggest telco companies, including Bell Canada, AT&T
and Deutsche Telecom, and have
US$25 billion in annual sales. The
deal further increases doubts that
local telecom gearmaker Nortel
can continue on its own in an industry where, as Russo observes,
“size and scale matters.”

with $825.5 million for the previous
year. “These results represent solid performance,” says president
and CEO Rob Ashe, who dubbed
woeful Q3, a period that saw the introduction of the new Cognos 8
product, “a quarter of transition.”

Ontario enters into
biotech agreement
with Illinois
The Ontario government has
inked a five-year agreement with
the state of Illinois to co-operate on
biotechnology research and trade.
“Places that invest in innovation
will be home to the most rewarding jobs, the strongest economies
and the best quality of life,” say
Premier Dalton McGuinty. The
agreement will see research exchanged by US and Canadian business and institutions in a bid to
broaden commercialization of biomaterials, bio-fuels, agricultural
sciences, plant and animal genomics, environmental sustainability, food science and nutrition.
The agreement was announced at
the BIO 2006 Conference in Chicago. Toronto will host the World
Congress on Industrial Biotechnology Conference in July.

Alcatel-Lucent
merger has local
implications
The union of telecommunications
equipment heavyweights Alcatel
and Lucent will result in the birth of
an industry behemoth that threatens the wellbeing of some of Ottawa’s larger high tech employers,
including Alcatel’s local division.
The US$13.4 billion deal will produce a combined workforce of approximately 900,000, of which 10%
will come under the axe. It’s likely
that the cuts will find a number of
the 1,800 Alcatel employees in

Local connection
The Ottawa Wireless Cluster
(ottawawirelesscluster.com) is the
forum promoting Ottawa’s emergence in the global wireless marketplace. The cluster connects organizations and individuals for
wireless business development. An
active member is Harry Silverstone of Eion Wireless (eionwireless.com) figures that even with the
spectrum possibilities most companies will provide products and
services in the 3.5 GHz frequency,
because as he puts it, “Interoperability narrows the focus of what
can be delivered by vendors.” Harry also figures that in Canada, or
any country with remote communities, there will be a need to cover

OCRI honours best
in business
CEO Bernard Herscovich
OCRI pays tribute to the best of the
city ’s business
community at its
annual awards
banquet. Nominees were chosen
by Ottawa’s business community
and approved by
Bernard
the Society of
Herscovich
Collaborative
Opportunities and Advancement
of Professionals (SCOAP). Winners include Lumenera Corporation, which won the technology
company of the year award for,
among other things, excellence in
innovation. The next generation executive of the year award was given to BelAir CEO Bernard Herscovich for his part in the company’s success and transformation.
The National Research Council,
Ontario government and Carleton
U. took the technology partnership
award for the part they played in
developing the Canadian Photonics Fabrication Centre. Nortel
walked away with product of the
year for its BCM50. Matthew
Beamish of St. Peter High School
won high school IT entrepreneur
of the year.

less than 10 kilometres for connections within cities and more than
10, or even 30, kilometres for remote communities that want to
connect to each other.
Ottawa has a few companies operating in the WiMAX space. SiWave Corporation (si-wave.com),
a privately held semiconductor
company founded in 2003, focuses
on the portable and mobile market.
Another local company, VaaSah
(vaasah.com), has a product to deliver healthcare services to the patient in their homes. With the
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WiMAX cards from Intel that are
about to be released, VaaSah will
be able to deliver live wireless
video consultation sessions between patient and care providers
in their homes.
With any wireless system, there
is always the potential problem of
interference. Ottawa-based TenXc
(tenxc.com) provides spatial processing products to address interference and other inherent problems with the link between base
stations and wireless devices.
TenXc does this by combining

adaptive beam forming with multidimensional signal processing to
actively reduce interference and
significantly optimize the wireless
signal link. The folks at TenXc are
interested in the next evolution of
the WiMAX standard. Focused on
wireless mobility, it will be the first
that directly includes spatial technology and beam forming techniques as part of the standard.
The Communications Research Centre (crc.ca) is doing
work in WiMAX in three areas:
WiMAX compatible terminals for
MILTON, which is a wireless
broadband internet system currently being field-trialed in Kanata
and Bangalore; and the 802.16h
working group which will introduce
cognitive radio features in WiMAX.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
an Ottawa technology industry executive and Adjunct Professor at
UofOttawa’s School of Management

New employees.
Business changes.
New software.
New locations.
Process changes.
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Strong partnerships.
Nakina Systems, voted the Most Promising Start-up
in 2005 by OCRI, is an independent software vendor
delivering the innovative software management
solutions to the world's largest network operators.
As one of the region's fastest growing high-tech
companies, Nakina is constantly on the cutting edge
in developing innovative approaches to foster and
support the growth of its business.
bitHeads has partnered with Nakina to parachute
in teams that are closely integrated with Nakina's
existing R&D and Professional Services groups,
helping ensure Nakina is always a step ahead
of increases in its R&D needs.
At bitHeads, we emphasize finding partners who
share our values in order to maximize the business
benefits for both companies.
Get our flexible approach to deve-lopment working
for your business and maybe you’ll be this happy, too.

www.bitheads.com
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